
Digital Twin offers the services of our state of the

art production facility that includes a high speed

pick and place machine for effective placement of

SMD components.

 

We can assist in the sourcing of your printed circuit

boards and components. We have a well established

supply base and can source on your behalf or place

on a supplied kit basis. This service focuses on

small to medium runs and rapid prototyping turn

around.

We have an electronic microscope that we use to

inspect the PCB after placement.

        

Pick and Place machine for
automated placement of
electronic components.

Electronic Camera
Microscope for PCB
inspection.

UV Printing.

Panel Wiring.

Various assembly services.

Prototyping - rapid turn
around.

Contract PCB component
placement, Assembly, UV Printing

and Panel wiring Shop

Features and
Benefits

Digital Twin's Contract Manufacture,
Assembly, UV Printing and Panel
Wiring Services

We have a “DCS 1024 UV MVP 6” UV printing machine that compliments the service we

offer by printing your enclosures in various textured finishes or do contract printing on

various substrates according to your requirements. 

I am available on Teams, Zoom
or to meet in person to discuss
your needs at your convenience.

Email:
sales@digitaltwin.digital

Mobile: 
+27 (61) 783 6611

Contact Details

Malcom Potter

UV Printing 

Pick and Place Assembly  

Helping you enhance your world



 

We have a purpose build panel wiring facility for small to medium size panels. This includes the fitting of

terminals, terminal markers, chassis markers, KKS labeling on the individual wires, din rail, trunking,

supplying and fitting of PSU’s and battery management PCB’s with tamper and temperature sensing. The

marking of the panels to your naming convention, printing and fitting of branded brushed stainless steel

branding tags, or printed QR codes that point your customer back to the cloud that can house panel drawings

or any specifications needed to install or maintain the panel.

 

Our Team is trained and ready to tackle your requirements.

We offer assembly services of a range of metal equipment (kiosks etc), this includes sourcing the metal from

a group company, printing, wiring, electronics, programing, testing and assembling to your needs.


